BAY COLT Foaled March 29, 2016 Tattoo No. 5PM57

TYMAL TULLO

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSPLANT)

Raised at Tymal Farms, Oldcastle, Ontario

Consigned by Hunterton Sales Agency, Agent, Paris, Kentucky

TYMAL TULLO

304

1st Dam

CHIVAREE HANOVER 2,1:56.3; 3,1:54.4 ($185,147) by Muscle Hill. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., Reynolds Mem.; second in Champlain S. At 3, second in Bluegrass S.; third in Simcoe S. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

CELEBRITY NIKE 2,Q2:01.3 ($2,184) by Yankee Glide. Record at 2, 4 foals, dam of 4

3rd Dam

Gutsy Lobell 2,2:00.2 ($183,511) by Speedy Somolli. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; second in Final Merrie Annabelle T., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Kentucky Stbl. Sale Co. T. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:


GUTSY CAST 2,Q2:05.2; 3,1:58.2; 1:55.3f-Europe ($409,000-Int.) (Supergill). Winner at 3, prior to export. At 2, second in Final Harold R. Dancer Mem. At 3, winner New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Dickerson Cup. In Europe, winner Rex Rodney Arespis, Karsten Bauers Pokallop, Copenhagen Open; second in Algot Scotts Minneslopp; third in Algot Scotts Minneslopp, Momarken Grand Prix, Fyraringseilten, Copenhagen Open, etc.

PAN FARE 2,1:59.1; 1:56.3f-Europe ($269,556), Spartina (grandam of HEZA REDNECK 3,1:54.4 ($185,147) (Muscle Hill). As above.


NINGER BELLE 2,1:58f; 3,1:55.1f-Europe ($227,263; grandam of QUICKIE 3,1:58.2 ($25,416) (Pine Chip). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in Late Closer at Lexington, leg Holiday Ser. at Yonkers (2). At 4, second in leg Yankee Bambino Ser. at Rockingham (2). Producing:

Producers: Just A Glidin (dam of JUST A GLIDIN 3,1:57.3f), Green Grove (dam of ZVANTER RIVER 2,2:04.4f; 1:55.1f-Europe-$115,000-Int.)

4th Dam

GINGO HANOVER 2,2:08.2h; 3,2:05.1h ($40,644) by Hoot Mon. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Dufferin S.; second Hanover Filly S.; third heat Coaching Club Oaks. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at The Meadows, heat Coaching Club Oaks; second Blue Bonnets Grand Circuit S.; third heat Coaching Club Oaks. From 17 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 2:00, incl.:

GUTSY LOBELL (M) 2,2:00.2 ($183,511) (Speedy Somolli). As above.

Producers: Glory Lobell (dam of GINGER BELLE 2,1:59f; 3,1:56.2-$227,263; grandam of GIRONDE HANOVER 3,2:06.2 (Dean Hanover-GOLDA p,2:08 3/4h-Spencer)

Next Dam - GLEEFUL HANOVER 3,2:00.1f (Dean Hanover-GOLDA p,2:08 3/4h-Spencer)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambertonian
Hooiser Stake
Horseman No. 110
InfI. Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Bucket
Ontario Sires
Simcoo
Yonkers Trot
Ralph Wifong Mem.

Zwerg Memorial

Bars

3-4

Consigned by Hunterton Sales Agency, Agent, Paris, Kentucky

Raised at Tymal Farms, Oldcastle, Ontario

TYMAL TULLO

304

1st Dam

CHIVAREE HANOVER 2,1:56.3; 3,1:54.4 ($185,147) by Muscle Hill. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., Reynolds Mem.; second in Champlain S. At 3, second in Bluegrass S.; third in Simcoe S. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

CELEBRITY NIKE 2,Q2:01.3 ($2,184) by Yankee Glide. Record at 2. From 4 foals, dam of 4

3rd Dam

Gutsy Lobell 2,2:00.2 ($183,511) by Speedy Somolli. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; second in Final Merrie Annabelle T., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Kentucky Stbl. Sale Co. T. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:


CASTLETON BASS 2,Q2:01.1; 1:56.1f-Europe ($129,218-Int.) (Supergill). Record at 2, prior to export. At 2, third in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. In Europe, winner Treasingseilten, Glenn Kosmos Mem.; second in 3YO Elite S.; third in Ulf Thoresens Minneslopp, 4YO Elite S.

BRAVE PINÉ 3,1:58.2 ($25,416) (Pine Chip). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in Late Closer at Lexington, leg Holiday Ser. at Yonkers (2). At 4, second in leg Yankee Bambino Ser. at Rockingham (2). Producing:

Producers: Daring Mistress (dam of JUST A GLIDIN 3,1:57.3f), Green Grove (dam of ZJANTI RIVER 2,2:04.4f; 1:55.1f-Europe-$115,000-Int.).

4th Dam

GLEE HANOVER 2,2:08.2h; 3,2:05.1h ($40,644) by Hoot Mon. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Dufferin S.; second Hanover Filly S.; third heat Coaching Club Oaks. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, heat Coaching Club Oaks; second Blue Bonnets Grand Circuit S.; third heat Coaching Club Oaks. From 17 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 2:00, incl.:

GUTSY LOBELL (M) 2,2:00.2 ($183,511) (Speedy Somolli). As above.

Producers: Glory Lobell (dam of GINGER BELLE 2,1:59f; 3,1:56.2-$227,263; grandam of GIRONDE HANOVER 2,1:58f; 3,1:55.1f-$359,522, GINGIN HANOVER 2,2:00.1f; 3,1:55-$269,556, HEZA REDNECK 3,1:59f; 1:56f-$257,561), Spartina (grandam of HE'S A DEMON 3,1:53.1-$315,386), etc.

Next Dam - GLEEFUL HANOVER 3,2:00.1f (Dean Hanover-GOLDA p,2:08 3/4h-Spencer)